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Magnetic soliton, Homotopy and Higgs theory

Li Yuanjie Lei Shizu

Abs tract

.. -- - ~The two- and three-dimensional nonlinear Higgs fieldjV is used

as an exampole to investigate the theory of magnetic soliton and the

connection between the homotopy theory and Higrs theory. It is

verified thst, in a spontaneous and symmetrical breaking, because .

of the symmetry of electromagnetic gauge subgroup, there exists

correspondence between the conservktion of magneton and the incomolete

symmetry of secondary order. *..

A. Soliton solution and Homotopy theory

Soliton is a stable finite energy solution of the classical Lagrange

equation of motion. There are four kinds of stable soliton and their

corresoondinp dimensions are Ni, 2, 3, 4, resoectively. Soliton is

arisinp from nonlineqr field theory. We studied and discussed the

2- and 3-dimensional *' theory in this oaoer.

(1). Soinor

The Lagrangian density is reoresented by

L F I ' L ( . )*"# - A "

and the field equation is
*
9
W %,

9'iui. a(O*ap# -ap*) + e'Ap#* (i7

DD'*u -A# (0O---. 2

The condition of finite energy requires D,#-O atr-oo. Equation (2)

yields a cylindrical symmetry solution:

ut(r)ec", I(?)-. (I -A '"')
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The existence of a stable soliton is indicated by a. localization of

energy around wO (see Figure 1). Ixamine

F.,- 8,A, - tA.-. 3

where FPp is an antisymmetry tensor. •

F,,, iS the only indeendent nonzero Yn: -7 :'
term and its resulting flux on the

(x 1 12) Dlane is W

Figure 1.

*=J ,dx Idx, s J(81A& - 1A 3)dxldxs

=1 dx s -~ aJS,@ dxb j a

where Ahs ,0 is derived from the boundary condition D,0-0.

In fact, substituting *- e" into e,1.I#-,&,--GA one obtains

• 8tl+ lIl ,I = u5.I le.

Because of the cylindrical symmetry in the S. annulus, a we

have •(-)AV Then,

~( 1v,,0. t:1 2t'1
-L 2-x = -1-- ...e e

In Homotory theory, change of variable by the following means

J bdx' 4- do

can be regarded as a apping #, xES.-*(x)ES* o *maDs annulus So*

in two-dimensional soace onto n multinle annuli in 0 confiruration.

Its corresonding Homotony set is (n] , therefore, there is tonol-

ogical charre n. It is a measure of the magnitude of the magnetic
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flux (in units of--). The topological invariance of the field

configuration can be described by the Homoto.y grou (U(1)) - n

(n.Ot±1,±2, .)

(2). Magnetic monoDole

In this case, the Larrangian density of the field is written as

-Fa F"p + -D,# 1D'' 2- o---'
4 2 A(

the field equation is

If we choose a stable finite energy solution, imposing boundary

condition D,'*-O. Equation (4) yields a soherical symmetry solution:

r V A A.109

and there is a stable soliton-

marnetic mononole at r-O (Pee

P igure 2). Followinp t'Hooft

method to construct a free gauge

electromagnetic field, we obtain

F.. = 4F*. - *.b.'W.F. A.1.1O

F,, can be written as Wu

F, + A.1.11

Pifure 2.

where

3-".



B. =V4A:, H..

+
then e ..- BB+

The antisymmetry of 14,q1 and Hyvcan easily be proved.

and N.+E.e**

hence, the conserved current is

and charge conservation is

MW = '-Jkd-'x.

The condition KiO as x4cm leads to

7 m .J--~d3xfd3X J dx= jsidrx 0,

Obviously, M is conserved.

We use the Homotoiy theory to further study the meaninp of ?4 and

start with

x is Dramatrized in the S2 annulus such that xxx(4,,4,)

(dlx), -it dxdx*

I ix. ax.
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I.,,

.44,

then

m .. s' , 9C 8a' 1 I Ox" 2x*

=Ji

where, t e,.rd," 2.

Note gud-t (8P'6) is the square of the integrated function.

Hence dieM~lb SiimJ5 vd'4 =x

or 

-'

d is the number of times the unit sphere S is covered by (4) when

SI is covering once by ( 4 s, 41)).

Corresponding to mapping p we have %

LEsL-4 (4) ES:,

let up define the Homotooy set lJ of¢ as [d]. Then d is the

toDoloricql chargeand M is the topological charge in units of e.

From rreviovs discussion, we found that the stability of soliton

assures the conservation of magneton. Mapneton M is determined by the

free gaue electromagnetio field F,... and the topological charge d is

the tagneton number in units of * Both Homotopy theory and classicl

soliton solution provide description of mtagneton and its conservation.

The former is simnle and conclusive. It indicates that conservation

is related to the tonology of the field configuration rather thRn

the symmetry of L. In addition, there is no continuous transformation

amonpst the Homotory set [*J.. This is an indication of tooological

invarianoe which consists of some form of quantization. In fact, the isolated

tooolorical charge is a phenomenon of quantization.
, .1

B. Soliton solution and Higgs theory
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lliers theory treats magneton and its conservation. It describes

the mechanism of obtaining a Hirgs particle and a massive paugeOw

vector Boson through the trocess of vacuum aDontaneous symmetry

breaking.

(1). Spirior V

For convenieno., L is written in the following maniner

W
L -= . + (.)*' l*

where the Dotential energy is

At I~ ~,the exroectation value of the quantum field is nonzero.

henne, vacuum spontaneous symmetry breakir occurs.

Rewritine

let(O* O)7 (o*I)OP

Tlef'ine a field such that O.M 0 0 , in vacuum

The traneformed L' contains covariant derivative, square and

quadratic part of 4

2 4

-e---+-cA"#,)* -' WOO)a' -e A .AVA 2 2

4
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In this equation, there is no 2 term. The Iaupe field Ajqhas mass,

however, its physical meaning is still not clear because of the

Dresence of A and.% terms. Let

(0i#+

I. (XU. x

8-(x) em

where[_

Under the transformation 0-0', D,.-D*' T,

IAL=-l*P 'm*-2.4"-p p*-4 4

Note LL' as 9-6'. SU(2) symmetry of L is breaking into U()

symmetry associated with L'. Symmetry of system's La.ranpian is

broken. However a clear Dhysical meaning of the scalar Higgs fields '"
and free gauge Dotential Bmis assured. This is because vacuum

snontaneous symmetry breaking and gauie field assure the direction of 9"

be fixed in dual space. V'(x) is absorbed by q (x) and the remainin.

term is J(x) or0'. Also B, is a Yhysically observable free gauge

notential.

Let us discuss the relation between Hipps theory and classical

soliton solution. We know the soliton solution is determined by

equation of -otion and boundary condition. On the other hand, .iggs

theory st-ites th.t equation of motion and boundary condition are

invqriant under SU(2)- U(l) symmetry bre-king.

In fact, when the ecuntion of motion is under transformation

( /,,-,,of~ ..
-D let - *=ue', therefore

V. A

D.04 D.ex ' i/.)#') = a(x(i/ ).)-ieA.exp( i4/)*

= XP( i49TA.* + exp( j4/$ ) n -±'Ai e~

= exP I/')D;V U'D;',-

.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ._.. . . .. _ .



froma Eqlu'ktion (2), we have

Since D.*-, it can be seen that i

I DW ' UDA-.

ks a result, the equation of motion and boundary condition are

inva'-iant under Higgs mechanism. This assures the invariance of

the soliton solution. Based on a oartioular L, Reference 1 discussed

the corresnondenre between mapneton conservation and incomplete

symmetry of secondqry order. In this section, we started with Higgsk

theory and obtained the same conclusion. Similar results may be

obtained in D=3 dimensional case of magnetic monopole theory.

(2). Marnetic mononjole

L is written as:

4 2 4

Based on the gquve condition of Higgs mechanism, the third

: om~onent of ~6~in isostin space is chosen as the direction of
AA

Hipps field. That is, o-(0,0,1) then Bm =Oaka A , also

e
= c3B, - .,

P- and F_,1 are the rotential and free gaupe electromagnetic field.

F satisfies the Maxwell's equations. The Dhysical meanines of

P Bj and F,, are assured by Hirgs mechanism and they are physically

observable particles. L' is written

8



Trqnsformqtion L-+L' is a form of SO(3)- U(l) symmetry breaking.

It can be proved that due to Higgs maechanism, equation of motion

Eq. (4) and boundary condition are invariant, thus

D;D1 q -)4.

Hence, the corresDonding classical field soliton solution is

also invariant. Once again, the connection between soliton

solution and Higgs theory is observed.

Refe rences

( R.~ . A. Brandf and Guonkei Yqng, Coupling Symmetry and

Magneton Conservqtion, Sun Yetsin University Renort (1978).

Abstract ~

The two- and three-dinenstonal -nonlinear Higgs field 0' is used as an example

to investigate the theory of magnetic solz ton and the connection between the bomo-

topy theory and Higg's theory. It is verified that, in a spontaneous and symmetrical

breaking, because of the symmetry of electromagnetic gauge subgroup, there exists

correspondence between the conservation of magneton and the incomplete symmetry

of secondary order.
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